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ABSTRACT
The claim to have observed a "Higgs boson" is subjected to due scholarly scrutiny
and it is shown that the theory contains many errors, adjustable parameters and
misconceptions, so many as to render the idea meaningless. Some of these failings of
standard physics have been known for nearly a century and they are reviewed briefly in thsi
paper. ECE on the other hand is a self consistent and generally covariant unified field theory
in which every particle has mass. So the Higgs mechanism is unnecessary and subjective, it is
not a predictive theory.

Keywords: Refutations of ECE theory, refutations of Higgs boson theory and the Higgs
mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory is based rigorously on
Ctl'lctn geometry {1 - 10} and produces all the equations of physics and chemistry from a
unification of the four fundamental fields: gravitational, electromagnetic and weak and strong
nuclear. The ECE theory produces photon mass and the fundamental B(3) field self
wn:-;istently. The standard model of physics on the other hand has been obsolete for many
years and is well known to be riddled with errors. Recently a claim has been made to have
observed an entity known as the "Higgs boson", but there are many objections to this claim
\Vhich are summarized in this introduction. The numerous failings in the U(l) sector of the so
called standard model are discussed further in Section 2, and the failings in the electroweak
sector pointed out in Section 3. These include a fundamental algebraic error which negates
the entire theory.
It is immediately clear that the claim to have "observed" a boson is
meaningless merely on consideration of the number of adjustable variables, these seem to
vary from 19 to 26, so that effectively nothing is known. In some variations there seem to be
0\

cr a hundred adjustable parameters, which is absurd. A true theory of physics has the

fewest number of parameters possible. The standard model cannot account for the
gravitational sector, so the oldest force field in physics is missing entirely. The claim to
c.'\i~rcnce

ol' the Higgs boson is still based on the obsolete U(l) sector, and the concept of the

massless photon. This concept was rejected

~y

as early as 1906 by Einstein, and also by de

Broglie and their followers. The discovery of the B(3) field in 1992 finally confirmed the
c:-:! .~tcnce

or photon mass ex peri mentally. Deflection of light by gravitation also shows that

the photon has mass. The arbitrary Gupta Bleuler condition is used to "remove" two
polarizations out of four in four dimensional spacetime, so the U(l) massless photon theory is

not manifestly covariant, leading to many difficulties in canonical quantization { 11}. The
most general Lorentz transform of a massless

partie!~

leads to a nonsensical result, the E(2)

Euclidean group { 11} of rotations and translations confined to a two dimensional plane. The
theory of a massless particle fails immediately. This failure is ignored in the standard model,
a:1c: that is blatantly unscientific. The Proca equation for a photon with mass was introduced
in 1934 { 11} and it is well known { 11} that it is not U(l) gauge invariant, so U(l) gauge
invariance is counter indicated by light deflection by gravitation. The Lorenz condition and
l.xctv gauge of the U( 1) theory is entirely arbitrary. and was introduced well over a century
ago. The inverse Faraday effect observed experimentally in 1964 ( 1 - 10} is not U(l) gauge
invariant because the conjugate product of non linear optics is not gauge invariant. The
i:'\ _Tse Far~1day effect refutes the existence ofthe Higgs boson and shows the existence of

photon mass through the 8(3) field. The subsequent development of 0(3) electrodynamics
and ECE theory refutes the standard model in many ways, and these refutations are by now

These numerous flaws in the U(l) sector are carried through into the electroweak
sector, in which all particles are initially massless. Therefore all massless particles ofthe
st;mdard electroweak theory suffer from the fact that they behave unphysically under the most
gcth.:ral Lorentz transform in the \Vigner little group method { 11}. The electroweak theory is
set up to be incorrect. Masses are claimed to emanate from the Higgs mechanism, but this is
merely an unprovable assertion that relies on the unobservable idea of degenerate vacua.
, ·'-- :-,'-' arc set up so that they cannot be observed, so this is not Baconian science at all. The
Higgs mechanism is a variation on the Klein Gordon equation, which has been shown {12} to
be internally self inconsistent, and which was rejected by Dirac. The U(l) sector symmetry
l.:1~

:lcen re!"utcd in many ways by the antisymmetry laws of ECE theory in UFT131 ff. On

\\\VW.aias.us. The proponents of Higgs theory continue to ignore all these well known
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refutations in a wholly unscientific manner, thus endangering the scientific method with
d('~ma.

The fundamentals of the collision experiment used to claim the existence ofthe Higgs

boson have been refuted in comprehensive detail in UFT158 ff on www.aias.us. so any
theory built on this flawed basis is also flawed and meaningless. The Einsteinian general
JTl:1tivity (EGR) has been refuted comprehensively in the 223 UFT source papers to date
bcce~use

of' its lack of spacetime torsion. This means that all sectors ofthe standard physics

have been refuted comprehensively by relatively simple but rigorous scholarship.
The photon mass has been estimated straightforwardly in recent UFT papers, and
\(, • lct im

the existence of any massless particle is unscientific. It is absurd to build a theory

such as the electroweak theory on the existence of particles deliberately made massless, and
then to add mass through degenerate vacua that cannot be observed at all. It is even more
,!l

<

:rd to build this theory with so many adjustable parameters that nothing is known, and the

greatest absurdity of all is to claim the ''discovery" of the Higgs boson. Quantum
electrodynamics and quantum chromodynamics also rely on zero photon mass, and also
l"<t

:ctin their adjustable parameters and unknowables. using integrals with thousands ofterms

to address the simplest problem. It is not even known that these integrals converge, and
renormalization is a notoriously obscure method of removing infinities, described by
J~

.·: :1111~lll as ··hocus pocus". String theory is well known to have been rejected many times by

many scholars as a non Baconian theory. This again has its numerous adjustable parameters
ami unknowables, with a multitude of unphysical dimensions. Some of its metrics have been
rL'l.litcd

de!~nitively

during the course of de:'elopment of ECE theory, notably in UFT120 and

rei (3). In recent ECE theory the Dirac equation has been shown to contain unobservables
such as the Dirac sea and negative energy that can be removed straightforwardly with the
r:CE fermion equation. The electroweak theory and standard model still rely on the original
IJuc equation. with Dirac's wrong choice of gamma matrices. The fermion equation
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improves the successful Dirac equation. The theory of the Higgs boson produces a grossly
ahsurd result in that the vacuum density is up to a hundred orders of magnitude too large.

,1

- i:-; kno\\11

~1s

the vacuum problem. and indeed it is. So absurdity has been piled upon

absurdity for more than half a century, until finally a non existent particle is found. In the
strong nuclear sector the idea of approximate symmetry continues to be used, this is
:w· ;cnsc. ~l :-;\mmetrv
.
. is exact or does not exist at all.

In Section 2, some of these criticisms of the U( 1) sector and particle scattering
theory are gone into in more detail, with a brief review ofUFT175, which refuted the
I k: ;L·nherg l Jnccrtainty Principle. another incorrect aspect of the standard model, one which
w<ts immediately rejected by Einstein. Schroedinger. de Broglie and Dirac in 1927. and since
then by the determinist school of physics. The concept split physics into two subjects, and the
ah:.urd claim to have observed the Higgs boson will do further great harm to Baconian natural

pili,,lsophy. I inally it is shown in Section 3 that elcctroweak theory contains an algebraic
error which is enough to refute its claims entirely.

~,

,()\11: DITINlTlVE REFUTATIONS OF THE U(l) SECTOR.

Consider a hypothetically massless particle moving along the Z axis with wave
vector { 1 1} :

lt has been well known for many years that the most general Lorentz transform that leaves
thi .. iiWZlri~mt is not a rotation group as claimed in the standard model. It is the Euclidean
gn1up E(2) with Lie algebra { 11):

--

0

[_ J

3 )

L,l, -:::.-' ,:,\._ 'l -

[ \.. • , -:s >1 .

'L

-:;. 0", - J'l
\~) + -s,.
This is the group of rotations generated by JJ and translations in a plane. In four dimensional
,·lime this group has no mc<ming at all. This means that the concept of massless particle

has no meaning, and so the Higgs boson has no meaning. The Wigner little group method
used to derive this meaningless result also asserts that a massless particle can be characterized
11:\ l\\(l

i1L'Iicitics. and only by

l\\O

transverse circular polarizations out of four. This

co11clusion has been rejected by many scholars for many years. It is most clearly refuted in the
(:~)
discovery of the~
field { 1 - 10}, defined by:

-~

())
"here B is

(3)

)<.

If

A(l)

-

~"?:;u:a; c;~r:cd~mg;~.~ux (:cy:,~diw)e~f (

-

-

is the transversely polarized vector

J3'

potcn(~) of the electromagnetic tiel d. with

Ficmentary vector analysis shows that]_

,·+) -l~)
p~:; r
. It was

must be aligned perpendicular to A

-

(})

:, , it~·d ()Lit hy \'igicr in 1993 that this !indin~ implies photon mass. and that~

refutes the

standard model of physics entirely. The entire theory of the Higgs boson collapses because of
the inverse Faraday effect in which B(3) is observed as a longitudinally directed magnetic
. dL'J1sit: induced by the circulmly polarized electromagnetic tield. The standard model

(,)
f~1ils

entirely to account for non-linear optics

t I - I OJ.

('))

--

in which the conjugate product A x A

is well known, and is a well known property ofthe electromagnetic field in the vacuum, or
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L'icctromaunetic field in the absence ofmatter. The standard model results in an
~ (,) (~)
())

---

absurdity. that Ax A

,...

---

cannot produce the longitudinal 8
....

, i.e. that ordinary vector cross

products do not exist. This absurdity is the result of the incorrect idea of zero photon mass,
''"' helicities. and transverse polarizations only. As argued. the idea is incorrect because it

en

-

results in E(2). Therefore B exists and is defined by Eq (

1 ). The discovery ofB

-

C»

m

1992 finally showed definitively that photon mass exists, and resulted in a comprehensive
(})

dl'\ elopment
1,: : .ll"

of~

type electrodynamics by several groups ( 1 - I 0}. This effort is recorded

Umni<t Opera of www.aias.us and resulted in 2003 in the inference of ECE theory.

'vVhen photon mass is correctly incorporated the electrodynamics resulted in 1934 in the Proca
equations:

where F

is the electromagnetic lield tensor in special rclati\ ity and where m is the photon

m<tss. Here c is the speed of light in vacuo,

and~ the reduced Planck constant. The Lorenz

,, l'.lition l'ollo\\S as a consequence of photon mass:

0

<t:1cl is no longer arbitrary. The Proca lagrangian is:

1-

-\:l

<md this is not U(1) invariant as is well known { ll}. It is also well known that photon mass

The most comprehensive refutation of the U( l) sector or the standard model was
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in UFT 131 ff using simple considerations of antisymmetry. The U(l) electromagnetic

'ih.'

'. :·

!<

\\~~~~·h

r

sta!lll:ml model does not use its inherent anti symmetry:

follcms immediately from the standard model's own antisymmetry in the same indices
and ,_.:)

f

-

r

In\ ector notation Eq. (

\S) becomes:

- (n)

JA
-

(t'Y.)

These equations imply that:

-

-In the standard model:

where
;1'

l

1

I~

tb

--

T

)

- -

-

is the scalar potential and A the vector potential, E the electric field strength

-

the m:~gnctic tlux density.
From Eqs. (

\"1 ) to (

\

~ ):

-

-S()

the magnetic flux density cannot have a time dependence, a reduction to absurdity. In the

.<:t .dmd model the Faraday law

or induction is:
0

--

0

and the electric field is always irrotational, another reduction to absurdity. For a static
::'::~

twtic !lux density:

-

- f
-

0

0

<11~,1 the entire U(l) sector collapses because of the simple anstisymmetry law ( \S). The

.~::~:ilLmlmodel asserts erroneously that the antisymmetry ( l5) does not exist, but at the
same time asserts that the antisymmetry (

\t ) exists, another reduction to absurdity.

The entire theory of the Higgs boson collapses with its U( 1) sector.
The particle collision experiments used to claim the existence of a Higgs boson are
b<tsed on the collision of two particles each having mass. In UFT158 ff of this series it was
shown that the relativistic theory o !'such a collision is absurdly incorrect on the classical
· ·',,: i \ istic level. !\II calculations \\ ne checked by computer algebra. In UFT160 for example

a pe1rticle of mass m \ was considered to be scattered by an initially static particle of mass m ')
Considerations of energy and momentum conservation as in note 224(6) accompanying this
11~·r

resulted in:

I

_L-

X).-

GJ-CV

'

w

(,.)"'

1

.-

is the scattered frcq uency.

SC<lttering angle. Here:

7().

)

In the limit:

eq. (

:lb

) reduces to the Compton scattering formula:

ww'
~ -w'

(1-CosA)

Ill)\\ ever. for any collision invnh·ing tvvo finite masses. the Compton scattering formula
becomes Eq. (
c

lL ). As shown in UPT160 and other papers. Eq. ( )./, ) gives wildly

lllcnus results. and the entire thL'ory of particle scattering collapses on the classical,

rcLnivistic level. Any elaborate theory built on that quicksand also collapses, and so the entire
theory of the Higgs boson collapses.
The Heisenberg uncertainty ··principle'' has been most harmful to Baconian
:l~ti.Ir<li

philosophy and was finally rcliJted in a clear way in LJFT175. It can be stated as:

- ,·f
f\..:md "p
.~· q

clrc operator pairs in quantum mechanics. It \\as asserted randomly by

Heisenberg that this equation indicates non Baconian features kno\vn as indeterminacy, in
that quantities can be absolutely unknowable. These ideas were rejected immediately in 1927
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',\ ' instein. de Broglie, Schroedinger, Dirac and many others. and have been rejected by the
deterministic school of physics since then. In UFT 175 the anticommutator equation was
inkrred:

e1 ~r~ J-.-t E~I, 3

c~ \

+-( j

/'

\\here x is the position and p the momentum operator and
\\:h

t

3

the wavellmction. Eq. ( 31

)

evaluated by direct computation using exact solutions of the Schroedinger equation: the

11~1m10nic

oscillator, particle on a ring, spherical harmonics and hydrogen atom. The

Cor each exact solution using computer algebra. For the harmonic oscillator for example:

( l ~ ") )t)] '> : _

0

-

(.u)

and also for some other exact solutions. In the Heisenberg or Copenhagen dogma Eq. (

. )

··,.· :IS that?(. and

~lSSCrtS that
then
I(

1

~-,

X

and

l
r~

are kmmahlc simultaneously. However. from Eq.

e

:>'-can be <lhsolutely unknowable. ir /t.

f)<. is completely unknowable. However, if for example x
[q. (

~0

)3 )

c3°) the dogma

is completely knowable
is completely unknowable

) it becomes completely knowable again from eq. (

.)3 ) for the same

~
\\:l,ci"unction. an exact solution ol.thc Schroedinger equation. Since X must be constructed

f()rm '(. this is a clear refutation or the Copenhagen dogma. No plausible theory of physics
c:m produce such nonsense, so the standard model of physics has been discarded by many
s,:iJ,lldrs. The Higgs boson is just <litnther in a long series•funscientific assertions that are
easilv refuted.

J. DEFINITIVE REFUTATION OF THE ELECTROWEAK THEORY
Tile elcctroweak them: is based on a wave!'unction '' hich can be written as:

·'. _il' Rand 1_denote right and k!'t handed. Here e and { denote the right and left handed
~
R
L
~
l'kctron components and

tV e

tile lcrt handed parity \iolclling lll'Utrino. \Vhich is assumed

to mix only with the left handed electron. It is a theory in which a Dirac type lagrangian is set

" hCI"C

r

\)

are COVariant dcri Vn\ j VCS and Where:

- -

-

)

l

-~e..

l

J

T]
L

.

-(~)

Thl' covariant derivatives are introduced after a series of assumptions involving many
;,,: · :stctblc parameters are described in notes 224( 1) to 224(3) accompanying this paper on
~~~~'' .aias.us. Here we are interested primarily in a scholarly evaluation or the basic algebraic

correctness of the theory. The covariant derivatives are:

-\- '"a I

Xr

and:

\\here:

-

-

-

The notation is explained further in refs ( 1) to (1 0). Evaluating the algebra the lagrangian is:

J, ~

\4 "(~ (~>r·~'X,.._.)e~ ; ~,bl

.-- -] "~(tJ

-\- \ \,ve .{,\.

l

- ,·~ l ~
,.-

\

l

t

\IN;

',r

'r~'\
'X)'"\l-J. o

\,......r

1

P

- i
-

Lr')] l,..J
f'l;'-'

~)

J
lj

0

.f

.{L

Tlh.: l Iiggs field of the electroweak theory is:

\\ hich is arrived at using arbitrary assumptions of local gauge invariance and sponteanous

in ''hich:
0

4-4-) this boson can only be:

from Eq. ( \

0 ) it is claimed that the U( 1) electromagnetic potential is associated with a

nn-;skss particle. the photon. I ;,)\\l'ver. Eq. ( \-O) gives

''"'L.

For

.e.L

t\\\l

choices, one fore (( and one

~a:c~~··g~ticr~~aix;vh~

_(~)

it can only hL'.

--

It cannot "predict .. the masses of theW and L bosuns as it claims because

I

there is no way of determining g. g . X

)A

and

\

. Also there are many other parameters,

:ii'",tt seventeen. in the complete tlh.:ory. In a textbook such as rei". ( 11 ), eq. (8.85), page 302,
:2'" edition, it is claimed that Eq. (
1

\O) give: the term:

?

where:

but e , denoting a wavefunction. is nowhere defined by Ryder and the result (
;Jigebraically incorrect. The rest
: .. 1."

1

from

"·:L· the

1· i, then

S<l

4-8) is

or the eiectroweak theory is sequentially erroneous because it

the incorrect .algchr:t

1

~g) that:

cdllcd Wei11berg :111gk is:

cl~1imed

incorrectly th:tt thi:-: incorrect algebra accounts for muon decay

It is clear that the ctltire structure of Higgs boson theory is incorrect.
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